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And now we have churches ignoring the laws of our country by “shielding” illegal immigrants that
the government might want to deport.
When religious groups put themselves above the laws of the state, anarchy can result.
Those who say that “God’s law” should take precedence over the laws of the state should keep in

Nightly entertainment starting
at 5:30pm at The Hog Pit
Smokehouse! No cover
charge! Click to see who's playin' this
week!
There's always great entertainment at The Hog Pit

mind that every religion has its own distinct ideas about what constitutes “God’s law.”

Smokehouse i…

Robert Cocke
Catalina
Letter about pets

Holiday classics at your
company get together with
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Christine is equally comfortable in classical, jazz or popular

was nonsensical

music.

Re: the Sept. 25 letter “1 dog, 1 cat per family could solve the problem.”

Did this page take too long to

I do not understand how such a proposal would solve anything. First of all, to require a “license fee
to cover the cost of the shelter fee” sounds like it would send the cost of the fees through the roof,

load?
You might need an upgrade or tune-up. Call Tech4Help
today t…

discouraging folks from adopting pets in the first place, or failing to renew yearly fees.
And consider this: I live in the county. I have a dog and a cat. I decide that each of them would
benefit from having a companion animal, so I go to the Pima Animal Care Center and adopt a dog
and a cat, which of course are spayed or neutered before they can even leave the facility.
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So now I am going to be penalized for taking two more homeless pets off the “animal welfare” roll?
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How does that make sense?
Granite Construction
Payroll Specialist

Sorry, but the writer is barking up the wrong tree.
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Jeter is an example
of what athlete should be
How refreshing!
After all the disheartening news in the media regarding several National Football League players
and their proclivity for abusing others, along comes Derek Jeter, a fine image of the all-American
athlete.
Jeter represents all that sports in America should be, and he is a fine example for youth in
America, something that is sorely lacking in our country today. We will miss him on the field and in
the news.
Ken Wright
East side
‘Riding Behind the Padre’
is a superb book

No Flyers Found
Re: the Sept. 28 column “Neto’s Tucson: Border is no boundary for author who traced Kino’s rides
on horseback.”
Thanks to Neto Portillo for his review of Richard C. Collins’ “Riding Behind the Padre: Horseback
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View of Both Sides of the Border.” It does the best job by far of anything I’ve read on the border
situation, and I’ve read quite a bit, of calmly and dispassionately throwing light on this hot-button
issue.
This is no diatribe. It is a revelation by a border rancher of the history, cultural diversity, politics
and economics certain to give its readers a reasoned understanding of what’s taking place on both
sides of the wall.
The book takes us light-years beyond TV sound bites.
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Northwest side
Why Eric Holder
is resigning early
The only reason Eric Holder is resigning early is so President Obama can pardon him before he
leaves office.
Larry Wickersham
Southeast side
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